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Thinking inside the box

by Bridget Pechtel
Staff reporter
Many students on Central Washington
University's campus consider parking to be
one of their main concerns. Bombarded with
complaints about a lack of overnight parking,
Central's student government and parking
office administrators recently released 115
spaces for student use in the Music
Education Building's lot.
Complaints
focused on the poorly lit paths and far walking distance that many students, especially
those in the Bassettis, were forced to endure
on a daily basis.
Members of the student government as
well as Stacy Klippenstein, director of
University Housing and New Student
Programs, Steve Waldeck, director of
University Recreation, Lt. Kevin Higgins of
Central Police and Kevin Kimball, associate
vice president of Business and Financial
Affairs, sought to comfort students by visiting them in their residence halls. Lucas
Westcoat, student body president and public
relations major, spoke to the police force to
consider changing the parking spaces.
"It was not a battle at all," Westcoat said.
"We relayed the problem to the people who
could change it; we made the case and they
did change it."
After visiting with students living in
Stephens-Whitney, Beck, North, Wilson and
Hitchcock residence halls, the safety concerns previously raised proved to be worth
looking into. The police force had anticipated these concerns and lack of overnight parking spaces. Steve Rittereiser, director of
Central Police, had made enough observations to make the decision to open up the 115
spaces.
"Parking is an ever changing process. We
will continue to evaluate that change,"
Rittereiser said. "We did the best that we
could do."
Students corning and going into the
Music Education Building have witnessed
the congestion in the adjacent parking lot.
Delsin Thomas, senior music major, realized
that commuters during the day needed to be
accommodated as well as those parking
overnight.
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Emily Ogura, sophomore art studio major, and her boyfriend Mike Lightner, junior broadcast major,
share a box Friday night at Box City. The event let students experience homelessness for a night.

Central students experience the
homeless lifestyle for a night
by Swan Vasquez
Staff reporter
During the Great Depression many unemployed, disgruntled
Americans took up a box residency in Washington D.C. to
demonstrate to President Herbert Hoover that many Americans
were living in poverty. From that point on, history tagged these
box cities as "Hoovervilles." According to the National
Coalition for the Homeless and the Urban Institute an estimated
3.5 million people experience homelessness throughout the year.
This disturbing statistic did not sit well with Central Washington
University's Joanna Hunt, junior english education major.

Hunt, along with the Diversity Center, organized an event
called Box City that took place on Oct. 8. Those who participated spent 15 hours, from 5 p.rn. Friday to 8 a.rn. Saturday, living
the life of a homeless person. Each participant either had to pay
$3 to live in a box or donate non-perishable food items.
Local businesses and Central clubs were also able to assist
by sponsoring boxes.
Those who participated received dinner and breakfast.
"Students were fed oatmeal and stale bread," said Leslie
Webb, Director of the Diversity Education Center.
Each participant upon arrival set up their boxes then quickly
had to tear them down due to a simulated police call to move
the boxes.
Students pan handled along University Way to feel exactly

see BOX CITY, page 4

see PARKING, page 3
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Ground broken for new SUB
by Carol Jodock
Staff reporter
With their white hard-hats firmly in place, students
and faculty raised their golden shovels and kicked up the
dirt to officially start construction of the new Student
Union and Recreation Center at Central Washington
University.
"It seems only fitting that we grow with our students,"
said Lucas Westcoat, BOD president. "This SUB/REC
project has been chaired by students, designed through
students' suggestions and will be paid for by the students
who will enjoy its many offerings."

Construction has already begun on what will become
a three-story, 228,261 square-foot facility, which is larger than the Science Building and Black Hall combined.
The Recreation Center plans to open its doors in
January 2006, while the Student Union Building is scheduled to open in April 2006.
"There is no doubt in my mind that this facility will be
just as it was envisioned, a place that I may enjoy as an
alumnus and that future generations may enjoy as their
home, a meeting place, and a community," said Heather
Yergen, BOD vice president for Student Life and

see SUB, page 4
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Students at risk
for identity theft
by Natalie McCullough

Staff reporter
Student identities may be at risk;
even GroupWise is no longer safe.
Many students do not have separate e-mail addresses and rely solely
on the account supplied by Central
Washington University. These people are at risk because e-mail is the
newest way identities are being
stolen.
An e-mail is circulating
GroupWise right now, asking for
personal information. Allegedly
from CITI Bank, this e-mail is a
fraud. These messages take many
forms. The e-mails may be from
Washington Mutual, PayPal, government agencies or even posing as
an e-mail service provider. The
truth is, companies will never ask
for personal information in an email. If asked to give personal
information, consider doing a little
research first. The e-mail is probably a fraud if they initiated the contact.
"I have gotten those e-mails
before, but I never pay attention to
them," said Rachel Ross, senior
English education major. "Most of
the time I don't even have accounts
with the companies they are supposed to be from. I wish I knew how
they got my e-mail though, since I
never give it out."
Group Wise accounts are harvested and the explanation is that the

solicitor searches an organization's
Web site looking for e-mail lists.
Central 's particular program makes
it harder to access. The program
only allows searches with greater
than four characters unless it is the
exact match. Central allows students to place a "do not disclose
flag" on private records. When
turned on, e-mail names are not
placed in Central's searchable email lists.
"Unfortunately there is no stopping a CWU e-mail user from sending his address book anywhere he
wishes, and if you are in it, there it
goes," said Carmen Rahm, senior
director of Information Technology
Services at Central
A thief will not only gain access
to open accounts, but can also ruin
future credit. Gaining credit might
not seem important right now, since
many students are young and have
no present need for credit, but future
home loans and car loans depend on
good credit.
"Preventing spam is basically
impossible," Rahm said. "It will
always be there. The basic question
is how to handle it once it arrives at
our CWU 'post-offices.' CWU's
current policy is to 'flag' e-mail that
is believed to be spam-meets certain criteria-but to let individuals
decide what to do with them."
Central passes all the e-mail gen-

see ID THEFT, page 5
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A new Piper Arrow purchased by the flight technology department sits at Bowers Field.

Flight tech costs take off
Central students still willing to pay for important flight time
by Desiree Michel
Staff reporter
Ryan Lovell has dreamed of
becoming a pilot since he was 12.
Now he's learning to fly as a junior
flight technology major at Central
Washington University's flight
school, the only four-year flight
school in the Northwest.
While flight students like Lovell
enjoy training with the latest equipment, such as the recently purchased
Piper Arrows, it's not cheap.
Flight training prices rose again
this year, placing further financial
burden on flight students and their
families.
Flight technology students pay
the usual $15,000 a year for tuition,
books, room and board that all fulltime Central students pay.
But by the end of the fourth year
of training and five certifications

Titnoth

later, a typical flight student will
have paid an additional $40,000 or
more.
Central's flight students train at
Midstate Aviation, which has a contract with the university and currently enrolls 142 Central students.
Officials at Midstate explain that
high costs are the nature of the business and much goes into the prices
students pay.
"It's an expensive program, it
really is," said Andy Mcirvin,
Midstate's assistant chief flight
instructor.
Mcirvin said the company spent
$1.5 million on new aircraft in the
last two years.
"I like the Pipers a lot," Lovell
said. "They have really good technology, good Global Positioning
Systems and lots of room in the cockpit. They're really fun to fly."
Amy Hoover, assistant professor

of flight technology, said that it's a
combination of inflation, rising fuel
costs, new equipment and planes and
insurance - costs that keep prices
increasing.
"It's typical in our industry just
like any other industry," Hoover said.
Those entering the program know
it's a commitment of both time and
money.
Freshman flight technology major
Jason Martin said the high prices
made him reconsider his plans to
become a pilot, before receiving
advice to ignore the costs and pursue
his dream.
"I think it was good advice, looking back, because I'll probably be in
a little bit of debt when I graduate,
but it's an investment," Martin said.
. The program also has a direct hire
agreement with Horizon Airlines,
giving Central students a significant
boost into the industry.
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716 East University Way
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A Residential Duplex Community in

Ellensbur~,

In the Plaza
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WA.

1/2 off special
I

Fisrt months rent 1/2 off when you
sign up before November 30th
} 3 bedroom 2 bath units
j Full size washer/drier
} Gas fireplace with thermostat
} Single carport and garage
} Dishwasher
j Microwave
j Private patio
l 000 E,. Harvest loop #300

962-1300

www.timothypark.net

Linder Chiropractic
Doctors of Chiropractic
DR. SANDY LINDER, DC
DR. MYRON LINDER, DC

Massage Therapists
RUTH BARE, LMP
NELLIE BOLMAN, LMP
HEATHER STOKES, LMP

Preferred providers for Premera Blue Cross,
Uniform Medical, L&I, Medicare & most
private insurances.

Stop in or call!
1011 N. Alder Street
SimpleCare plan available for
those without insurance.
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Campus police get new car
by Kathryn Lake
Staff reporter

Patrick Lewis/Observer

Campus police got a new 2004 Ford Crown Victoria.

Campus police are driving around
in style in their new patrol car.
The 2004 Ford Crown Victoria
was put into service in late August.
The department usually gets new
cars every three years; however,
because of budgeting this new car
comes after a four-year wait.
"These cars are becoming more
like offices, with cell phones, laptops and high-tech radios," said
Steve Rittereiser, Central Police
chief. "You want to have a balance
of quality equipment and price."
The Crown Victoria cost $22,600,

'Democracy Experience' set for students
by Joseph Castro
Senior reporter

MTV's "Rock the Vote" was
the original-but perhaps too
lofty-goal of student coordinators in the Civic Engagement
Center.
When plans fell through weeks
before the start of school, Callie
Jones, Service Learning Fellow for
the Civic Engagement Center, took
on the challenge of picking up the
pieces.
Jones and members of the
Associated Students of Central
Washington University Board of
Directors have been working
together to prepare for the event
the day of the elections.
Similar to "Rock the Vote," The

Democracy Experience plans to
offer ~usic, forums, debates and
transportation to and from voting
centers Nov. 2.
BOD President Lucas Westcoat
is in charge of organizing the
music line-up for the event.
Formalist, a local band will be
the headliner of The Democracy
Experience, but Westcoat is still
looking into getting other bands
such as Wild Fire and Oxbow Scar.
"We're trying to put together an
event that is both entertaining and
motivational because we want the
event to be something the students
will actually attend," Westcoat
said.
·
Although many students have
submitted absentee ballots, students registered in Kittitas County

have a final chance to make up
their minds on who they will pick
before going to the polls.
Derrick
Peters,
ASCWU
Executive Vice President, decided
to register in Kittitas County .
through the Civic Engagement
Center.
"I registered to vote two weeks
ago at a booth in the SUB," Peters
said. "I figured since I'm living
here it might be a little more .
applic~ble to vote for things that
are affecting me here."
The Samuelson Union Building
PIT is scheduled to be the center
for all activities.
For more information on volunteering
contact the
Civic
Engagement Center at 963-1643 or
visit them in the SUB 211.

which is about $2,500 more than the
last Chevy Impala the department
bought.
However, both Impalas had to get
a transmission replacement, which
cost around $3,200 each.
The concern about the reliability
of these cars was enough that the
department kept two 1995 Jeeps and
got rid of the 2000 Impala,
Rittereiser said.
About $10,000 in equipment is
put into a patrol car, some of which
is paid for by grants. Radar units and
light bars have been covered by
grants for the newer vehicles.
Traditionally the Central patrol
cars have been navy blue but the

Crown Victoria was painted midnight grey with "University Police"
in maroon on the sides.
"We were trying to get it painted
closer to our school colors to make
the car look approachable,"
Rittereiser said.
Students are still wary of
approaching a patrol car despite the color.
"People are still going to be
afraid of getting into trouble," said
Shannon Miller, sophomore undeclared.
Lisa Mitchell, sophomore undeclared, agreed.
"It's still a police car, I'm not
going to approach it."

PARKING: 115 spaces
opened for students continued from 1
"If you live in the Bassettis you
don't want to park up there," said
Thomas, pomtmg to AlfordMontgomery.
He also commented on the lack of
safety for those students having to
park long distances from their residence halls.
"Safety isn't a problem for me,
but my girlfriend wouldn't want to
walk alone in the dark for very long,"
said Thomas.
Central' s student government has
made student issues their primary
concern. In the past four weeks of

fall quarter they have listened to
chatter around campus and done their
best to relieve students of any added
stresses due to campus construction.
The parking lot south of the
Bassettis and main overnight lot is
closed due to the building of the new
Student Union Building leaving
many students without parking
spaces.
"Students understood there would
be a slight time of inconvenience,"
Westcoat said. "However, we understand student needs."
For more information or to
express concerns please contact the
ASCWU/BOD office at 963-1693.

THIS SATURDAY
OCTOBER 16, 200~
8P.M. I NICHOLSON PAVILION
WILL CALL AT 6P.M.
DOORS AT 6:30 P.M.
TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE AT ,
SUB TICKET COUNTER eJERROL S
$25 CWU STUDENTS I$37 GENERAL

CWU Homecoming
presents

Drew Carey's book and CD
available now at the University Store!
CENTRAL WA~HINGTON UNIVERSITY
Your future is Central

Persons of disability may make arrangements for reasonable accommodation by calling 509-963-1511 or (for hearing impaired)
TDD 509-963-2143. AA/EEOrritle IX lnstitutionrroo 509-963-2143.
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SUB: Fees won't
be assessed until
building opens
ning track, rock-climbing wall,
training areas, group exercise
Facilities.
rooms, outdoor equipment rentals,
Lydig Construction Inc. was locker rooms and more.
given the contract to build the new
"This space will have features in
facility after submitting the lowest it that you wouldn't normally see
bid of $40. 7 million.
from a school our size," Yergen said.
The company has worked on var- "I think that will help the value
ious projects around campus in the increase for this campus, and the
past, such as Black and Kamola Halls university as a whole.''
and McConnell
Some of the
Auditorium.
amenities
A
selfincluded in the
new SUB will
i mposed student fee will be
be
the
the
main
University
source ·of revStore, a theatre,
enue to pay for
meeting rooms,
the debt sercomputer labs,
vice and operathe student radio
tional costs of
station, student
running
the
government and
administrative
facility.
offices, dining
The fee is
Jerilyn Mcintyre
services
and
set not to
exceed $64 per
more.
Central President
"The student
quarter for the
new SUB and
union is at the
not over $95 per quarter for the Rec. heart of student life," Central
Center.
President Jerilyn Mcintyre said.
"I want to make sure that the stu"It's the seat of student governdents know that the fee for this ment and throughout the history of
building will not be enforced until this and other universities, it has
January of 2006," Yergen said. been at the center of civic engage"There have been many misconcep- ment and student activism.''
tions that current students who will
For more information about the
never see the building will be pay- Student Union Building and
ing for it and that is simply not Recreation Center construction project, visit Central's construction
true."
The Rec. Center will include a Web site at: www.cwu.edu/-facilifour-court gymnasium, elevated run- ty/construction_news.

continued from 1
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Dean Duby, president of ABLE, said by participating in this activity he hopes people in
Ellensburg will gain more awareness about the homeless population.

BOX _CITY: Event raised over $75
continued from 1 their homes to sleep on their couch. es.'~ Hunt said. "Friends in Service
what homeless people go through.
"Box City opened my e'yes to an
experience that you don't get everyday," Jacque Murdock, sophomore,
undeclared said.
Guest speaker, Michelle Cadigan
of Kittitas County Action Council,
lectured on 'the United State's
poverty level and where Kittitas
County stands compared to the
nation.
"The homeless population in
Ellensburg is not apparent because
the community invites them into

to Humanity is already running low
on food and it isn't even the worse
time of year yet and students need
to be reminded not to take what
they have for gratitude."
Box City reminds students and
the community of Ellensburg that
homelessness is something ~hat can
be eliminated with everyone's help.
Students who participated were
rained on and slept in wet clothing
for the event until moved into
Central's amphitheatre.
"The rai_n added to the experi-

ence," said Emily Ogura, sophomore, art major. "Homeless people
don't always live in perfect weather
conditions."
The event raised more than $75
for the Kittitas County Action
Council.
The KCAC will use the funds to
find shelter and forms of employment for loc,al Ellensburg homeless. If you want to donate items
to the FISH food bank please drop
them off in the SUB. Hunt will
have a table set up accepting nonperishable items for the next few
weeks.

''

The student union
is at the heart of
student life.

''

The new, full-time UW Master of

Science in Information Management (MSIM) will prepare you to

Questions?

become a leader in the information
technology industry.
Call the Wildcat
Wellness Center
963-3213

While in the program, you'll use the
UW Information School's cuttingedge facilities, and ·will be exposed
to the latest advances in information
technology.

www.c,vu.edu/-wwc

Earn your graduate degree in Seattle,
home to Microsoft,Amazon.com and
other high-tech powerhouses.And
when you take a break from your
studies, enjoy the Puget Sound area's
recreational and cultural attractions.
For details, visit

msim.washington.edu

(f"\Information® ·
~School ·

0

i
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MODA BOBA TEA BAR
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311 North Mdin Street in Downtown
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Two Central Democrats vie for rep positions
Union chief Dale Hubbard set
to challenge Janea Holmquist
for District 13, position-1 seat

Student Patrick Wicklund set
to challenge Bill Hinkle for
District 13, position 2 seat .

by Marti Osborn
Staff reporter

by Swan Vasquez
Staff reporter

Local democrats are counting on a more
"central" approach to clean up at the next
election. Central alumnus and lead maintenance custodian Dale Hubbard, whose campaign focuses on improving education,
improving affordable health care accessibility,
and improving the job market, is challenging
incumbent republican Jam~a Holmquist for
13th Legislative District seat, position 1.
"The people here are tough," said Hubbard,
Washington Federation of State Employees
Union Local 330_President. "They are really
independent. They look at the issues; issue by
issue."
Hubbard said the idea to run for public
office came about from a politically oriented
chat with friends.
"It's kind of neat that Central employees
are getting involved with the community,"
said Ben Haines, junior, political science
major.
Haines, who is the treasurer for the College
Republicans added that he is disappointed that
Hubbard is a democrat.
"I wish more republican Central employees
would get involved."
Hubbard graduated from Central in 1989
with a bachelors of arts degr~e in mass communication and a minor in music.
Remaining active in the local music scene,
Hubbard plays guitar in a local band-Short
Term Memory, who played at the freshmen
barbeque this year, along with being a board
member for Jazz in the Valley, a founding
member of the Ellensburg Blues Society and
hosting his own morning show on KCWU
88.1 The 'Burg every Friday. Although he
took a break from training KCWU DJs this
quarter, Hubbard has also helped to train .them

ID THEFf:
GroupWise ac.counts
plagued with spam
continued from 2
erated from an outside source passes through a
spam checker. Central uses licensed software to
check all incoming messages for the same characteristics and allows spam to be filtered by the
individual rather than risk filtering too selectively and rejecting genuine messages.
"Spam to one person may be legitimate e-

for the past six years.
"I'd love to obviously see him succeed,''
said Chris Hull, KCWU general manager.
"The excitement for me comes from seeing
one of our own DJs rise to such a high office."
So far, Hubbard's campaign has collected
close to $7 ,000 in donations, most of which he
raised himself. Hubbard claims his funding is
supported by people in the district and labor
unions that represent people in the district. He
says the bulk of his opponent's funding is .
from special interest groups, most of which
are from outside the area.
"You shouldn't have to settle for less than
adequate employment," said Hubbard who
grew up primarily in Ellensburg. "This area's
prime - for a location - for small manufacturing." Hubbard believes the area has the
people to fill those jobs.
He believes the state could help the district
by offering incentives to companies. He also
thinks the state could offer easier access to
grants to help small business and farmers take
continuing education classes to enrich their
businesses.
"People out in rural areas of Grant County
are just starting learn my name," Hubbard said
when asked if he felt his campaign had much
presence outside of Ellensburg. In the last
election, Holmquist ran unchallenged by the
democrats.
Hubbard said that he will face-off with
Holmquist in a_ live televised debate at
Northwest Valley Junior High in Yakima that
will air Oct. 14 on PBS cable channel 13.
Hubbard's campaign Web site is www.dalehubbard.org.
Holmquist's Web site - is
www.janeaholmquist.com.
"No matter what, I'll still live here," said
Hubbard. "It's a great place to live, to do anything, to be anything. You can go anywhere in
the world from Ellensburg."
1

mail to another," Rahm said. "The trash bucket
is only one click."
Do not click on hyperlinks from spam either.
Fraudulent e-mail can introduce -viruses by
clicking on links in the e-mail. Links might not
even go to a legitimate site. Opening a file can
expose a computer to viruses that can hijack the
modem. This allows them to access all informa-tion stored on the computer.
Anyone can be a victim. A five month-old
boy from Bothell's identity was believed to be
taken off his hospital records. He does not even
_have a social security number yet, but he apparently was treated for a lumbar disc displacement.
The family was alerted to the problem when a

Don't bring a knife to a gunfight is what
Bill Hinkle told Patrick Wicklund when
Wicklund declared his candidacy for the
District 13 position 2 State Representative slot.
Wicklund is a native of King County but has
been a resident of Ellensburg for the past five
years. Students might remember Wicklund
from last year's Associated Students of Central
Washington University Board of Directors
elections. He ran for student body president
but did not make it past the primaries.
Wicklund said he likes Ellensburg because
of its close community. Wicklund enjoys the
slower pace Dn this side of the mountains.
"Everyone in Seattle is always in a hurry,"
Wicklund said.
Wicklund decided to run for District 13
because he believes that Hinkle has done a horrible job.
"His voting record shows that he has made
bad decisions," Wicklund said.
Wicklund feels that the people of District
13 are not being represented correctly and that
their needs are no longer being considered.
His legislative priorities are education and the
economy. District 13 consists of Grant and
Kittitas Counties along with the Terrace
Heights portion of Yakima County.
"I think the Washington Assessment for
Student Learning is a joke. I don't believe in
standardized tests," Wicklund said. "Students
are not doing well due to a lack of funding and
large classroom sizes."
The Grant County School District has a
large Hispanic population.
"Students need to learn English at an early
age so they don't feel° ostracized,'' said
Wicklund, when asked how he plans to aid
those children whose primary language is

bill arrived for $94 and was headed to a collection agency. The thief only needed the boy's
name and a correct mailing address. The family
will not have to pay the bill and the suspect has
been identified but not arrested.
"As a parent you feel violated," said John,
the boy's father. "All you want to do as a parent
is protect your child. And to find that somebody
has taken advantage of a three-week-old baby is
hard to understand."
The parents of the boy wanted to keep their
last name anonymous for security reasons.
The industry also has been aggressively
going after scammers. In March, _Microsoft,
America Online, and others sued hundreds of

Spanish.
Wicklund is taking a grassroots approach
with his campaigning. This door-to-door campaigning has allowed him to meet with individuals in the community and has helped him
understand their needs. Wicklund has also met
with community leaders to ensure that he has a
firm grasp on all the needs and wants of
District 13.
"I've been studying politics for a long time
now. Bill Hinkle's prior experience is from _
what he has learned as a representative,''
Wicklund said.
·
He may seem inexperienced when pinned
against two-term opponent Bill Hinkle but
Wicklund's political science background aid'S
him in this weakness. Before running for
District 13 Hinkle was a paramedi_c/firefighter
and has been a journeyman stone and brick
mason since age 19.
Wicklund is also the coordinator of
Ellensburg' s democratic headquarters. He
spends an average of 50-plus hours helping
other democratic campaigns.
"It's exciting that a student in our university is taking an active role in politics," student
body President Lucas Westcoat said. "He
always was a fair opponent and helped me a lot
in the primary election."
President Westcoat is a former presidential
opponent of Wicklund.
Wicklund is confident that he has gained
many votes for the Nov. 2 election. In the Sept.
14 primaries, Wicklund received 6,266 votes
compared to Hinkle's 12,722. These numbers
have made Wicklund hit the District 13 campaigning trail with a vengeance. He understands he's the underdog in this election but is
determined to give Hinkle a run for his money.
"I will be the November surprise,''
Wicklund said.

people suspected of sending spam. If you
receive a fraudulent message, alert the company.
The company's Web site usually has a customer
support area to e-mail or call.
Action must be taken immediately in the
event of an identity theft to minimize the damage. Close bank accounts or credit accounts and
open new ones with passwords.
If your social security number was stolen,
contact one of the three major credit bureaus to
place a fraud alert on your credit report. This
prevents additional credit card accounts from
being opened. Also, fill out an online ID theft
complaint with the Federal Trade Commission
or call 1-877-ID-THEFT.

Jostens

To order your ring call1.B00.854.7464
or visit www.Jostens.com
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY

•

•

1n1on

The Observer welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be submitted by 5 p.m. Monday before the week of publication. Letters
must be typewritten and less than 300 words.
All letters must ~nclude your name and phone number for verification. Only one letter a month will be accepted from an individual.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The Observer, Central Washington
University, Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435; observer@cwu.edu or by
fax to (509) 963-1027.

ARTIST'S EYE

OBSERVANCE
I know who l'Ill voting for
I'm voting for John Ke,ny Don't try to change my mind.
It's not necessarily because I like Kerry, or agree with all his policies, but
because George W. Bush is incompetent.
Well, maybe that's a little harsh. But Bush has deserved every bit of criticism he's received.
His policies and worldview are extreme, and they don't work.
The first pre-emptive war in American history, which has cost more than
1,000 American lives and billions of dollars, has done nothing to protect
Americans from Al-Qaeda. In fact, the invasion of Iraq may only have
helped to intensify anti-American sentiment throughout the Muslim world.
And for what?
Bush told us there was an imminent threat to our
security. He made it sound as if Saddam Hussein had
his finger on the button, with weapons capable of
reaching us.
So was that true?
Nope.
But Bush knew that long before an official report
made it public. So he did some flip-flopping of his
Ben
own.
Davis
Bush changed his justification for war. He said we
were liberators - there to remove an evil dictator
from power and to free an oppressed people.
But the Iraqis weren't impressed. American soldiers received a mixed
reaction, and many more were killed.
So he flip-flopped again.
Bush's third justificalion for war was to fight the terrorists in their own
backyard, thus protecting American lives.
But again, the Sept. 11 Commission concluded there was no direct connection between Al-Qaeda <'!ld Hussien, and thus the war did little to protect
us from future terror attacks.
All this over the course of only 18 months and after he had declared
"Mission Accomplished."
Just six months ago, I wasn't optimistic about Kerry's chances of winning the election. but recent events and polls have changed my mind.
Like most Americans, I watched the debates, and thought Kerry won them.
His eloquence. knowledge and candor have won over many undecided voters.
Kerry has been criticized as weak on foreign policy, but has since proven
he's knowledgeable about foreign relations.
He may be a flip-flopper, but Ken-y has had a senate career that has
spanned two decades.
An intelligent man should change his position based on new information.
Only a stubborn, ignorant man would remain committed in the face of
changing information.
The war in Iraq is just one reason I' II be.voting against Bush. Bush is the
first president since Herbert Hoover to lose jobs - and Hoover was president during the Great Depression. Gas ptices are at an all-time high, as is the
national debt.
On No.v. 2 I'm voting to send Bush back to Crawford. Texas.
Ben Da1·is is the Obsenw Editor-in-Chief: He can be reached at
da1·i!Je11j@c11·u.edu
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LETTERS TO TH.E EDITOR
How to be a
good neighbor
Some suggestions for off-campus students in the community's
neighborhoods:
If you want to be a good neighbor when you move off-campus,
please consider taking responsibility for the home you have rented.
Before it was a rental, that house
was probably the home of a local
family who raised their families
there: I. Water and mow the lawn in
spring and fall.
2. Weed and water the
flowerbeds.
3. Shovel the snow on the walkways and sidewalk in front of your
property.
4. Park in the driveway or on the
street, not on the lawn in front of

the front door.
5. Please re-think hanging your
favorite beer sign or stolen street
signs in the windows of your home.
6. And lastly, if you can't afford ·
outdoor furniture for your porch or
deck, please refrain from using an
overstuffed fabric couch or recliner
as outdoor furniture. They soon
molder, mildew and rot. And they
are an eyesore for the neighbor
across the street.
Call me a middle-aged curmudgeon, if you will. But unkempt
properties devalue the entire neighborhood.
If the responsibilities of taking
care of a house are too much for
your busy schedule, perhaps an
apartment is a better choice for you.
Sharon Hull
Marketing Assistant
CWU Dining Services
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Register to vote,
it's not too late
This is an open letter to all students. Elections are only 20 days
away. If you haven't yet registered
to vote, it's not too late. You have
until Oct. 18 to go in person to the
·county election office and make
sure you have a voice on Nov. 2.
(The election office is at the county
courthouse, 205 West Fifth St.,
Suite 105; for more information,
call 962-7503.)
If you are registered to vote in
Kittitas County and have been following local politics, you know that
Nov. 2 will be an important date
for the county as well as for the
country. Kittitas County is at a ,
crossroads, and the County com-

see LETTERS, page 7

DEADLINES
Listed below are the deadlines for the Observer. The Observer office,
located in Bouillon 222, is open weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Submissions can be brought to the office, mailed to the Observer,
Central Washington University, Ellensburg,WA 98926 or faxed to
(509) 963-1027.

NEWS
• Friday, 5 p.m. - Entertainment, meetings, calendar events.
• Monday, 3 p.m. - Weekend sports information.
• Monday, 5 p.m. - Letters to the editor.

ADVERTISING
• Thursday, 5 p.m. - Display ads. • Monday, 5 p.m. - Oassified ads.
To place advertising contact your advertising representative, call
the Observer business office at (509) 963-1026 or fax information
to 963-1027.
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Truth in politics, or lack thereof

continued from 6

This November, we as
form of numbers.
voters will choose who
Bush, for example,
will be the next president.
said many times that
And before we vote, we
Kerry voted 98 times to
try to learn about who
"raise taxes."
these people are and what
However, many of
they would do.
those supposed votes are
on just one bill, as well
The two candidates
make their case based on .·
facts that are either for
·•·•·.
Sean McPhearson
"raising taxes" that realthemselves or against
Staff
reporter
ly didn't.
their opponent.
Unfortunately,
Kerry has manipulatmuch of their facts don't repreed numbers as well. He has said
sent what really happened, and
that Bush has lost 1.6 million
too many people are duped into
jobs. But this doesn't include pubbelieving that those are the real
lic sector jobs, just the private
sector.
facts.
Politics in America have gotAnd the rhetoric doesn't stop
ten so competitive; almost every
at numbers. A Bush ad claimed
candidate for any elected office
that Kerry's healthcare plan
will use any legal means neceswould put "big government in
sary to get or stay in office. This
charge." But John Sheils of the
is especially true when it comes
politically neutral Lewin .Group
to the presidency. The facts you
said, "I don't see how, in Kerry's
hear are often just rhetoric in the
plan, decisions on medical proce-

missioners play a key role in determining how we go forward into the
future. There will be, as a result of
the primary election, two new
Commissioners seated at the table
after the Nov. 2 election. Voters
need to make an informed decision!
We need strong leadership as
we face the challenges- ahead. I
would like to provide you with an
opportunity to meet David Bowen,
candidate for Kittitas County
Commissioner, District 1, on
Saturday, Oct. 16, from 3 to 5 p.m.,
at 2103 E. 3rd Ave., in the
Grasslands. Bring your questions
and learn about David's vision,
leadership style, and accountability
to our community. For directions,
please call 962-5546.

.n

[?

Lynne E. Imamshah
Coordinator
Campus Community
Coalition

Ji ~:l~~;Y,:::'v::~s of

<lures would be made in
Washington under any circumstances, under any proposal."
A Kerry ad, on the other hand,
has said that the Bush administration has given the Saudi Royal
Family special favors.
But the citation Kerry used, a
Sept. 29 Reuters report, didn't
actually say anything along those
lines.
What troubles me is not just
that these leaders would make
such statements, but that even
some of the smartest people
believe them. Too often the TV
pundits just repeat the same arguments that the candidates have
used.
People are getting duped by all
of this rhetoric. The real facts are
behind a curtain, with all the
rhetoric blocking it.
But there is an easy answer.
What every voter should do is
go out and find out the real facts

for themselves.
While some people may have
the time to do the research themselves, not everyone has the time
- or patience - to do such
heavy amount of sifting through
the Internet.
There are two Web sites that I
have found to be trustworthy as
well as educational. Spinsanity,
found at www.spinsanity.org, has
many articles on not only what
comes out of candidates' mouths,
but what pundits and commentators say as well.
Also, the now popularly cited
Factcheck, found at
www.factcheck.org, has plenty
of articles on wrong facts cited
in political commercials or
speeches. And there are plenty of
others that are waiting to be discovered.
When you make a vote this
November, make it an educated
one, not a gullible one.

Kerry, Bush·differ on the foreign policy front
It is hard to say whose
tarian system of governforeign policy is superior.
ment because there is no
I think it is too early to
one in the way to intersay if George W. Bush's
fere, no checks, and no
unilateral approach will be
branches of government
more effective in governto balance power. It's
ing the Iraq war. Are we
actually quite effective
better off flying solo
in accomplishing what
(along with the coalition
you set out to do.
of the willing) or is John
Take the Soviet
Joseph Castro
Kerry's multilateral
Union for example. The
Staff columnist
approach better at conSoviet Union was basifronting the Middlecally an authoritarian
Eastern conflict.
style government. No checks or
I see it like this. A unilateral
balances, a centralized governapproach is much like an authoriment where everything was gov-

erned from the top down. With
this style of governing the Soviet
Union was able to build (with its
available resources and money)
the only military to rival U.S. military power. The U.S.S.R accomplished what it set out to do which
was have this incredibly strong
military and it didn't let anyone
from below interfere.
Now that seems very brutish
and a few people might die for the
cause, but it worked for them . I
think Bush's approach to stopping
nuclear proliferation is very similar. Without any hang-ups, like

the U.N., the U.S. can really go
get-r-done in the middle-east.
Sure, we will pay the price with
increased military spending and
American lives, but that is the
price of securing ourselves.
Kerry's approach to stopping
nuclear proliferation is to work
with the international community
to share the costs of fighting wars.
I see this like the U.S . style of
government. We have checks and
different branches of government
to balance power. The draw back
to Kerry's foreign policy is that it
would take longer to approve mili-

tary action. Like a bill trying to
pass in congress, it would be discussed, analyzed, rejected and filibustered to death.
The upside is that using a more
democratic approach might ensure
that we did not make the same
mistake we did in rushing into the
Iraq war.
For now our soldiers are stuck
in Iraq waiting for the elections to
determine what they will be faced
with for four more years. I'm just
worried that either approach we
take there will be no desired result
to a never ending battle.
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By LISA CHENEY
cost-effective decision on my part, but it's been really
Local college student Eric Peterson recently nice for us to spend more time together." Peterson
announced that he's entered a committed was apparently unaware of Free Checking from
relationship- with himself. Peterson vehemently Washington Mutual. It's an account with no monthly
denied rumors that the two were dating
fees and the option to add Deluxe
other people. "We're totally committed
''Jfe've never services like free online bill pay. And
to each other. We've never been
he could have gotten Free Checking
happier." When asked what prompted been happier." just by visiting a Washington Mutual
the campus heartthrob to take himself - - - - - - - - - - Financial Center, then signed up for
off the market, he chalked it up in large part to his online bill pay at wamu.com. "Dang," said Peterson,
current financial situation, claiming that monthly "if I had known about Free Checking Deluxe, my
fees from his checking account were making it too current dating situation would be different. I probably
expensive for him to date around. "It was partly a wouldn't have settled down with someone so soon."

FREE CHECKING DELUXE
1-800-788-7000

.'

II Washington M~tual
~Jl@~E

HUMAN U~TE~EST'"
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WELLINGTON'S WILDFIRE TO KICK OFF
HOMECOMING EVENTS
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ELLENSBURG HOME ALONE
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A&E

by Jared Lovrak
Staff reporter
Where can you expect to see competitive Rubik's cube solving, martial
arts demonstrations, an interpretive
dance routine to Michael Jackson's
"Thriller" and spit wad "archery" all
in one night? At Club Central of
course. Club Central was packed on
Tuesday night as Central Washington
University students came out to cheer
for their favorite residence hall in the
annual Mr. & Ms. Central Pageant.
The pageant provides an excellent
forum for elected residents from the
Central residence halls to demonstrate unique talents for an audience
while attempting to crush the competition for the coveted title of Mr. or
Ms. Central. And it seemed there
were no limits on the talents the contestants brought to the table.
"It was very entertaining, all of
the acts were very original," said
Kelsie Rees, sophomore history education major.
Moore Hall's Alan Columbo started off the night's festivities by
singing a self-composed song entitled
"Milkshake" for which he also provided the music on an electric guitar.
With the exception of the title, the
song bore no resemblance whatsoever to the infamous techno-ballad performed by pop star
Kelis.
Other unique musical
acts followed, such as
Quigley Hall's Kvellan
Kilmcr's one man a cappel la rendition of
the Beatles classic "Yellow
Submarine."
The audience was
quick to
chime in
at Kilmer's
request and
provided the
echoing of ··a yellow submarine."
Also of note was Al-Monty's own
James Puglisi, who played the little-

photos Patrick Lewis/Observer

Above, As part of the annual Mr. and Ms. Central paegent contestant Joshua Collins, Mr. Sparks, plays a song he composed and wrote, for a friend. Bottom, alone in the dark Mr. Kamala, Rudy Schuepbach, aligns a Rubik's cube.
known trombone solo from
AC/DC's "Back m Black."
Rumor has it that this version
of the rock classic was composed when trombone player Glenn Miller and AC/DC
guitarist Angus Young
went on a vicious
bender one night in
the 1970's.
The pageant's
roster
also
included
comedy
acts
by
Courson
Hall's
Ben
Musladin, who
stressed to the
audience that the
events contained in his act were all
"lies and hypotheticals." He imme-

diately began his routine with "So I
was smoking weed with my friend the
other day ... "
Other comedy acts included
Stephens Whitney's "Buddy" performing a routine as Matt Foley, the
motivational speaker character portrayed by the late Chris Farley on
"Saturday Night Live." Alo.ng with
memorable lines from famous
"Foley" skits, the act also included an
original skit in which Foley ripped the
seat of his pants.
The evening also included an
event
titled
"Rubik's
Cube
Deathmatch," in which Quigley Hall's
Tyler Klausnic and Kamola Hall's
Rudy Schuepbach rapidly tried to
solve a Rubik's cube. In the end,
Schuepbach came out the victor, solving his cube in one minute and 25 seconds. "The Rubik's cube battle

rocked!" Ariel Jacobson, freshman,
theater major said. "Rudy kicked
ass!" said Austin Jennings, freshman,
theater major. Both Klausnic and
Schuepbach solved Rubik's cubes in
their individual acts earlier that
evening.
Inspired by the popularity of
Screen Gems' "You Got Served," this
year's pageant also included several
dance routines.
Wearing a cowboy hat, boots
and, as required by the song, a
men's shirt and short skirt;
Meisner Hall's own Marissa Spaid
performed a modest yet saucy dance
routine to Shania Twain's "Man! I
Feel Like a Woman!".
Decked out in "Flashdance" -esque
leg warmers, shorty shorts, and baggy
sweatshirt was Hitchcock's Ashley
Ross, who performed an interpretive

dance routine to Enya's "Only Time"
and then promptly switched over to
Michael
Jackson's
"Thriller."
Concluding the dance portion of the
pageant was Beck Hall's James
Campbell, performing a routine so
fast that it would have made MC
Hammer crap his parachute pants.
In the end, Campbell and Ross
were proclaimed the winners. As
such, they will be in the CWU
Homecoming parade on Thursday ,
and their talents will be showcased at
the homecoming dance on Friday.
Admission to the pageant was
either $1.00 or a donation of a canned
good. According to Residence Hall
Association Vice President Katie
Baker, proceeds from the pageant will
go to benefit the Kittitas County
Action Council's community outreach efforts.
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Taking off the makeup with Kathy Kinney
by Rachel Guillermo
Asst. scene editor
When it comes to meeting our
favorite celebrities, we would be
lucky enough just to catch a gleam of
their hair from 50 feet as they are
whisked away by bodyguards into a
black SUV. And then there's me. For
Homecoming, Drew Carey's All-Star
lmprov crew will be performing a live
show in Nicholson Pavilion this
Saturday, Oct. 16.
I had the pleasure of a phone
interview with Kathy Kinney, better
known as Mimi, from "The Drew
Carey Show. "
Q: How did you get mixed up with
Drew? Did you know him before the
show?
A: No. I'd never knew Drew
Carey before. I've never even seen
him before. They were shooting the
pilot of "The Drew Carey Show" and
they had this role of Mimi, and it was
this 'one shot deal.' - kind of as visual
gag,-someone applying to work for
cosmetics that looked really bad.
They hired a woman but it didn't
work out and then they hired some-

one, but that didn't work out. I was
their third Mimi. I came in and shot
the pilot and then went home. It was
that one shot deal. Then they called
me back and nine years later I was
still doing it.
Q: What was your inspiration for
coming up with the character Mimi?
A: Actually, I had bad information
from my agent. He said it was a part
for someone selling cosmetics.
So I dressed up. I thought
Bloomingdale's. I had my faux Armani
clothes. My hair was longer, so I had
my hair flipped, and red lipstick. I
looked very corporate. And I walk in
and everyone had cat glasses and had
their hair up. It was very weird.
I just went in and all they said to
me was she's angry and crazy. So
I tried to walk a fine line between
an angry, crazy woman. The
make-up and the other stuff was
. Bruce Relford, the executive producer. She [Mimi] was visually wrong, a
woman you would never get your
make-up done by. The relationship
between Drew and Mimi was fun to
watch for them. So they called me
back.

Q: How long does it take to put on
the makeup for the show?
A: It used to take up to an hour
when I finished with hair. I had a very
lovely wig, so that I could take that
off and brush my own hair. The hard
part about the makeup was taking it
off. It took me almost as long to
take it off. You know blue stuff
and black things would shoot out
of my eye.
Q: Can you describe to me a typical day working with Drew? Was he
as much of a character on and off set?
A: On the set, Drew is much more
serious then you would ever imagine.
He's got a good business head. He
thinks all the time. He's not the one
who's the jokester-that would probably be Greg Proops.
Q: How close are you to Mimi in
real life?
A: I think I got closer after nine
years of doing the show. I think Mimi
became softer at the end, a bit more
like me. And I probably became
stronger and more out-spoken at the
end. But in real-life, I don't wear that
makeup. I'm very plain.

Q: How do people react to you
when they see you in person?
A: Here's the odd thing, people
say, 'Oh my god. It's Mimi! Can I
have a hug?' And I just want to say,
'Don't you watch the show? Mimi
wouldn't want to give -you a hug.'
Sometimes I would say, 'Do you have
on any aftershave or perfume?
Because I'm allergic.'
People seem to genuinely love
Mimi. And I found that gratifying and
odd at the same time. So many
women have come up to me and say
they just love the way she just speaks
up. And she just says what she
thinks. I really enjoyed playing
Mimi. I could have played her for
another 10 years.
Q: Does Cleveland really rock?
A: You know I think it does. I've
been there a couple times. We had a
really good time there, they have good
people. But for me, they have really
good shopping.
Q: What is the difference between
improv and acting for you? Which
would you rather be doing?
A: For me, there used to be a wide

gap. I started with improv. When I had
to memorize lines I tried to put the
same intention behind them. Improv
is very real because it's really happening right there in front of you. But
somewhere down the line, a switch
got thrown and I can memorize lines
and still have a reality behind them. I
think improvisation is one of the best
tools to becoming a better actor.
Q: What'.s' the coolest thing that
has happened to you because you' re a
celebrity?
A: There's so many, but the one
that pops in my head is I got to celebrate my birthday at the cafe on the
Great Wall of China. On the day they
were shooting, I got a ride out there
and they had a little surprise party out
there for me. And I thought 'God,
I'm celebrating my birthday at the
Great Wall of China.'
Q: What is the one thing you will
always remember about doing the
show?
A: There are so many, that I'm
struck dumb. I think what I'll always
remember are the great people that I
have met and got to work with.

Kristan Frost/Observer

In coordination with National Coming Out Day, students talked about gay and lesbian issues
at an informal question and answer session with Paul Dill and his partner, Danny Roberts.

Students' issues come out at talk
by Allison White
Staff reporter
Five years ago on "The Real
World: New Orleans,'' MTV viewers
were introduced to Danny Roberts, a
southern native, who was facing a
crucial point his life: coming out as a
gay man.
Oct. 11 was National Coming Out
Day, and to celebrate the event,
Central Washington University was
proud to bring Roberts and his partner, Paul Dill, to campus for an
evening of stories, questions and
. encouragement.
"The good thing is most people
come here and they don't care too
much, but they leave after learning
something new,'' said Roberts, about
lecturing at universities.
Across the nation, organizations
hold ceremonies to commemorate the
day and to encourage individuals to
come out to their friends and families.
In the past, Central has held same-sex
marriage ceremonies, for a dozen
couples, and brought in different

speakers or groups to make the campus more aware of the issues.
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender,
Straight Alliance (GALA-GLBTSA)
has been one of the biggest groups on
campus to promote awareness, as well
as the Diversity Center.
"The event should promote awareness, having a first person point of
view. It should definitely give insight
to people who think of gay males as
femme,'' said Devin Beach, junior
undeclared.
Throughout the evening, Roberts
and Dill talked about the effects
of being homosexual in today's
society, highlighted current issues
with regard to the gay community
and shared their story about being
in the media spotlight while they
dealt with the matters surrounding their relationship.
"The night the show aired was the
night it began," Roberts said. "Two
years of complete hell. After a year it
broke down to complete schizophrenia. And we knew something had to

change."
Things did change. After two more
years of serving as a lieutenant in the
Army, Dill left and together they
moved to Seattle where Roberts sells
real estate and Roberts runs his own
business.
Looking at the service now
Roberts says he doesn't understand
why, in the world's most forward
nation, openly gay men still aren't
allowed to serve in the military.
"It's kind of weird because you're
wondering why you're not allowed to
serve your country," said Dill.
"You're making the most personal
sacrifice for your country and they
won't let you."
Today's society continues to be
close-minded of gay issues, but
Roberts is hopeful for the members of
the new generation.
"They're not so set in their ways
that they can't think about issues in a
different wa_y,'' Roberts said. "What a
horrible society [right now] that we
can't expand our minds to accept
that."
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Club Central takes over the stage

Bonfire alternative-

by Ashley Harris
Staff reporter

to heat up the night

From pop to punk, Club Central
tries to cater to a variety of student
tastes.
Club Central and Papa John's
Coffeehouse regularly feature and
sponsors a variety of music on campus. A majority of the bands are
local, but Central also books bands
from Seattle. Papa John's sponsors
Club Central to help get students
involved in campus activities.
·c1ub Central has music nights on
Wednesdays. To preview upcoming showcases, bands will have
shows at noon on Wednesdays.
"Noon tunes" are held outside, in the
SUB pit or at Club Central. The
Music Night show is held at 8 p.m. on
Wednesday nights and is always in
Club Central. Also at Club Central,
free pizza and coffee will be available
and the Cat's Convenience Store will
be open.
According to Central's Campus
Activities Programmer, Tahnee
Brown, senior business marketing
major, there has been a 50 percent
increase in attendance since last year.
"We know a lot of people enjoy
music and we want them to experience music right here on campus,"
Brown said.
Brown said that she really wanted students to get involved
because it is an alternative to going
out and partying Wednesday nights.
The Formalist is a progressive
metal band with a female vocalist giving the band a unique sound. The
Formalist write their own lyrics.
The Formalist used to be known

by Allison White
Staff reporter

Patrick Lewis/Observer

The Formalist plays a set at one of the first club Central
performances of the year. Shows will be every Wed. night.
as The Mammaloids and play at
house parties.
Slag Callahan, the guitarist of The
Formalist, said that when their band
played Wednesday, the show was
about an hour long and there was a
good turn out. Callahan also said
Club Central was a "great experience"
for him as their first on campus show
and that he would like to play there
again.
The Formalist are headlining
tonight at Wellington's Bonfire BBQ
at 5 p.m. in the north fields on
campus. Also, they will be playing
on Nov. 2 for Rock the Vote, which is
also on campus. Callahan said members of The Formalist are happy that
students are getting behind local
music.
Evaro is a cover band but said

they would like to eventually
write their songs.
"Evaro has a pop/punk energetic
rock sound," said Sean Nettleton, guitarist and back vocalist, senior, information technology major.
In regrads to being a coverband,
Nettleton said, "The audience likes to
hear songs they're familiar with."
Evaro has played at venues such as
The Mint, Speak Easy in Yakima,
Ellensburg Rodeo, beer tents, and of
course, at Club Central.
Admission is free and everyone is
welcome. The upcoming concerts at
Club Central are Idlefill at noon and 8
p.m. on Oct. 13 and Jimmy Atto at
noon and 8 p.m. on Oct. 20.
For more information about bands
and dates of upcoming shows visit
www.cwu.edu./-camplife.

Tonight is a chance to make history. Wellington's Wildfire is the
first bonfire Central Washington
University has held in over a
decade. Many hope it will be the
first of many.
"The vision was· to include not
just students, but the entire Wildcat
family and the [Ellensburg] community. We're trying to make this an
all-inclusive event," said BOD
Executive Vice President Derrick
Peters, who coordinated the event.
For many students at Central, a
common complaint is that there
isn't enough to do on campus, or
that the events put on aren't fun.·
"I think it's stupid when students complain about not having
anything to do," said Melissa
Newman, senior public relations
major. "When the campus puts
on awesome, tradition-bound
events, people should participate
and show their school spirit. Get
involved."
The bonfire will be held on
north campus in the field between
the new Music Education Building
and Student Village. It starts at 5
p.m. with a parade around the university.
Central police will lead the
parade, "The General," -the
alumni fire truck-will follow
them, as well as cheerleaders,
athletes, and anyone else who
wants to participate.

"Last year there was a Wildcat
Walk, and we wanted to expand on
that idea," Peters said.
A pep-rally will commence after
the parade, and speakers at the rally
include the student body board of
directors, team captains from cross
country, women's soccer, football
and volleyball, coach Zamborlin,
President Mcintyre, and Rob
Lowery, media relations officer and
the "Voice of Central."
At 6 p.m. Following the rally
there is a barbeque, three bands, a
big-top tent with a carnival-like
atmosphere, and the main event: the
bonfire. The barbeque is $2.50 per
plate with great food including hot
dogs, popcorn and nachos.
Blue Skinny Cotton, Navid Eliot
and The Formalist are the bands
performing. The big-top tent will feature games such as Vagina Jeopardy,
Fishing for Prizes, Condoms and
Bananas and Tug of War, all put on
by Central clubs including the history club, Central VOX, FMLA and
Family Studies.
"[I want to make it] a successful
event, promoting a great atmosphere that students can enjoy," said
student body Vice President of Oubs
and Organizations Tony Aronica.
At 8 p.m. s'mores will be roasted and the bonfire will burn until 10
p.m.
"It's a really good tradition to
start," said Sally Wright, senior
print journalism major. "It's
also a good alternative to the
overpriced comedy show."
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ADOPTION: A loving and happy
couple hoping to share our love and
lives with a baby. We will provide a
secure and stable family. Call Bill and
Kathy (206) 321-1405.
HORSE BOARDING--TRADE box
stall and corral for children's riding
lessons. Near town. 962-5598.
$450 GROUP FUND RAISER
SCHEDULING BONUS
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1000-$2000 in
earnings for your group. Call today
for a $450 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238 or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com
1990 BLUE CHEVY LUMINA
pwr windows, seats, locks, A/C,
AM FM Cassette 147,000 miles
Needs minor engine work. Runs,
drives well $900 OBO 509-899-2164

TWO GREAT GIRLS NEED third
roommate. Large bedroom in
CottageGrove. $320 + 1/3 utilities.
Call 509 901 0795 and ask for Kalyn
oremail at yeagerk@cwu.edu.

GET YOUR 'BUZZ ON!
$1.00 OFF

ANY
COCKTAIL
'\N"!TH
COUPON THl'S
W'EEK'EN:O
EXP 10/17.-/ '04

TRY ONE OF OUR THREE
SIGNATURE COCKTAILS

SOOTYCALL
13ENT BANANA
EASY FRESHMAN

84' TOYOTA PICKUP 4 X 4, silver,
ext cab SR5, rebuilt motor, pwr
stering, pwr brakes, pwr. windows, 4
inch lift, 33" tires, straight body.
$3,200 OBO. Jim 509-961-6028
NEW BOOTS Mens Durango
Cowboy Boots Size 1l.5D - $50 Mens
Wolverine Work Boots Size 9 - $40
Lisa at 962-6299 or marthel@cwu.edu
NEED SHOWER AIDE for male
student living on-campus. Flexible
hours, all training provided. $10 per
shower, takes less than 1 hr. 963-7119
1986 FORD THUNDERBIRD Runs

Great! Good tires $1,000 obo 933-2131.
FREE FACIAL CLASSES and Info
For Mary Kay, Great Hostess gifts for
having a class! Christine 933-2131
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Christopher Reeve,
·American Superhero
dies at the age of 52

Observer -

Scene - October 14, 2004

limitations
and
I remember watchinstead focused on
ing "Superman" when I
his remaining abilwas a little kid and
ities, using his
being absolutely spellfame and wealth to
bound. Superman represented all that was
raise awareness
and funding for
good and right in the
world. He fought for
thousands of peotruth, justice and the
ple suffering from
· paralysis and other
American way. Above
Jared Lovrak
all else, he never gave
nerve-damage
Staff
reporter
up.
No matter how
conditions, in the
grave the situation - a
hope that one day
space shuttle blasted out of orbit, a there would be a cure. He could
nuclear missile streaking toward have just as easily gone a route
the Midwest, or evil alien convicts more befitting the villainous Lex
laying waste to Metropolis, Clark Luthor, focusing his efforts on
Kent would always say "This only ·his own recovery, but that's
looks like a job for Superman," not what a superhero would do.
duck into the nearest phone booth Reeve demonstrated inner powers
without hesitation, and try to save of determination and selflessness
that easily matched the physical
the day.
As I grew older, the magic of powers of the last son of Krypton
the films wore off, as magic often he played years earlier.
does with age, but it was still a
It was with great sadness that
shock to me when I heard about I heard of Reeve's passing on
Christopher Reeve's horse-riding Sunday. He didn't die a death
accident which left him paralyzed. befitting the hero that he was.
The Man of Steel was down! Like Superman, he saw people
And yet, I watched with the rest of who needed help, said "This looks
the world as he refused to give up. like a job for Christopher Reeve,"
Reeve chose to not focus on his and then tried to save the day.

16
Photography
Exhibit,
"Women of
the American
West" @
Gallery One.
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Central men's rugby wins home opener

Page 14 I Swarming defense locks up 31-7 win

Page 15

It's all silliles: the teaill is undefeated
by Andrew Grinaker
Sports editor
With a winning streak similiar to
one the National Football League's
New England Patriots are putting
up-19 consecutive wins-it is hard
not to smile.
With wins over Seattle University
and Northwest Nazarene this past
weekend, the Central Washington
University women's volleyball team
has started the season with 17 consecutive wins. Although there has been
some phenomenal play amongst the
women, being a close-knit group has
kept the team focused.
"There are a lot of factors," said
coach Mario Andaya. "But the cohesiveness off the court and carrying
that onto the court is the biggest difference."
Just take a minute to watch the
interactions of the women at practice,
at a game, and on campus and it's
easy to see the unity of this team.
"Tnis is by far the closest team I
have played on," said junior LaQue
Branch, who transferred to Central
this year from Washington State
University.
Watching "Top Model" and
MTV's ''The Real World" are a few
events outside of practice and games
that the team makes an etf ort to do
together.
"We can hang out and do our own
things," senior captain Kate Reome
said. "But once we get on the court,
we are a family."
Reome's words speak volumes
about the leadership from the upperclassmen.
Andaya added: "[It is] absolutely
crucial for the underclassmen to learn
from the leaders of the team."
Learning from them is one thing,
but surviving them is another. Three
of the upperclassmen were asked

Above, the undefeated
Central volleyball team celebrates after a successful
point at a home meet.
Bottom left, senior kate
Reome sets to serve during
a practice earlier in the
week. Bottom right, the
Wildcat bench erupts after
a match goes the way of
Central. The women have
won 17 straight games to
start the season, with nine
games to go.

see TEAMWORK, page 13

Close, but scoreless streak continues
by Jo11atlza11 Mentzer
Asst. Sports Editor

The
Central
Washington
University women's soccer squad
continued their woes Saturday, losing to conference foe Northwest
Nazarene University, piling up their
sixth straight loss.
Central couldn't get anything
past NNU freshman goalkeeper
Amanda Merrell, who acted like a
steel-curtain with 14 saves. The
Wildcat women weren't able to capitalize with a 0-0 tie when the
Crusaders scored in the first half.
Central had a hard time stopping
NNU freshman Katy McNutt as she
ran wild scoring three goals in the
game, also known as a hat trick.

The defeat the Wildcats received with four saves. Farrand was
was their third shutout in a row. impressed with Nordmark's play
They have allowed 30 goals this against NNU.
season; which will not help their
"She had a fantastic game,"
late playoff run, which is how real- Farrand said. "Christina has the talent to be a good goalkeeper. We're
istically out of reach.
"Since
Humboldt
[State · just trying to work with her and
University], this was our most com- pump her up."
plete game, even though we lost 3Freshman
forward
Ashley
0," coach Michael Farrand said. Roundtree continued her strong play
"After struggling for the past five with four shots on goal, while freshgames it's a nice breath of fresh air. man midfielders Lindsey Mitchell
We had a fantastic game. We had and Hannah Bridges each had three
31 shots, 16 on frame, 10 corners shots on goal each.
but, no goals."
"We all played together,"
With freshman Samantha Kooy Roundtree said. "We played. the full
out due to an injured elbow she 90 minutes and took a lot of risks."
experienced in the first 10 minutes
Central will try to rebound and
against Seattle University, sopho- get back in the winning column as
more Christina Nordmark filled in they come home Friday, Oct. 15 at 3

p.m. as they take on Concordia
University.
"It's good to be able to stay· at
school and come out and practice
without having to travel," Farrand
said, about his team's up coming
home game.
Central will be getting freshman
Andrea Archer back to play midfield. Archer has been out due to an
injury.
Farrand -changed up the formation starting with NNU and has felt
that his team put in some good
work. Farrand makes it clear that
there are no secrets to winning.
"Attacking the goal, scoring
goals," Farrand said. "No secrets
and score more than the other
team."

Women's Soccer

''

Since Humboldt,
this was our most
complete game,
even though we
lost 3-0
Michael Farrand
women's soccer coach

''
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'DODGEBALL,' coming to a court near you
Intramural depatment resurrect.s red ball to Nicholson Pavilion
4Y Ryutaro Hayashi
Staff reporter
Recall your elementary school
memories. Not being scolded or forced
to stand in the hallway, but those on the
playground. Many people might
remember a red rubber ball flying at
them - dodgeball.
Today, dodgeball is back, showing
up on Central Washington University
intramural roster. The Recreation and
Intramural Sports department has
added dodgeball to the sports options
this quarter. Every Tuesday and
Thursday, the usual dodgeball scenethrow, duck, dip, catch, dive and dodge
-has been revived at Nicholson
Pavillion.
"We have had a lot of requests,"
said Jeff Grauer, Interim Intramural and
Outdoor Pursuits coordinator. "Along
with all of the hype around the movie
that came out, we've just taken a lot of
feedback from the students, and it
· seems like they want dodgeball.
"It has evolved from the traditional
dodgeball we started with the red rubber playground ball," said Grouer. ''The
balls are much softer now, and there is
really no pain. It's a nice safe game and
a lot of fun."
Indeed, dodgeball is now in the
limelight more than ever before. It is
easy to find dodgeball-related Web
sites. These include amateur dodgeball
leagues, such as the International
Dodgeball Federation, the World
Dodgeball Association, and the

American Dodgeball Federation.
A 20-country dodgeball world c_up
is scheduled fQr this November in New
York City. When it comes to talking
about dodgeball today, the movie
"Dodgeball: A True Underdog Story"
comes to mind. The movie, starring
Ben Stiller and Vince Vaughn, made
$100 million in box office totals, staying for five weeks in the top ten. The
attention dodgeball is getting is enough
to make people realize that it is developing immensely as an alternative sport
in youth culture.
The game rules are almost identical
to those used years ago. A game consists of seven starters on the court from
each team, starting with threei:;· dodge
balls each. A match consists of the best
four out of seven in 30 minutes. The
winning team is the one that has won
the most games when the 30 minute
match is over. There are two open
leagues, 10 teams and about 80 players
competing this quarter. Women participate more than men, Grouer said.
"I think dodgeball is cool for sixth
and seventh graders," said Scott
Newton, senior industrial education
major. "I actually like kicking the
dodge balls on the roofs of the school
better than throwing them at people."
However, all in all, dodgeball gets
favorable notices from students.
"I didn't know that (dodgeball is
being offered)," said Thomas Ebat,
senior political science major. "But if I
had time, I definitely would join
because it brings back memories of

Ben Stiller, the
star of the
movie
"Dodgeball"
goes all-out for
his team, a
sight students
could see with
the emergence
. . . . of dodgeball in
intramual play.
The intramural
department
added dodgeball after the
popularity of
the movie.
photos courtesy of
angelfire.com
when I was a kid. I think the movie
'Dodgeball' was stupid, but the game is
fun."
Ryan Lunz, senior music education
and Japanese education major, showed
positive posture for dodgeball, saying:
"Dodgeball is fun and a great way to let
out all the energy and anger."
The good-old, well-known dodgeball might fit into both the intramural
sport's purpose - to promote _ the
involvement of the student body in at
letic endeav-0rs - and their function - to

provide opportunities to participate in offered programs as his/her time and interests permit

"We're always looking for a something new to add to intramural sports,
something somebody hasn't participate
in," Grouer said. "A lot of teams are
showing up to see what dodgeball is all
about. I think it'll be a good quarter all
around. A good learning experience for
the teams."

TEAMWORK:
Attitude,
character
helps streak
.continued from ·12
about any strange, funny stories from
the year so far.
"Our freshmen Brie Bryant licked
a worm," junior Cristina Null .said.
"Because we told her that we wouldn't do anything to her for the rest of
the season."
Through the incident involving
the worm and the obvious stories
filled with laughter, Andaya has kept
the team focused.
"There were times in preseason
when I thought they were too
relaxed," said Andaya of his team's
behavior. "But I didn't get on them
about that, because I want them to be
composed out there, not tense."
Andaya's prindple has worked.
During their 17-0 run they have only
lost eight games, while winning 51 in
that span.
"Our team defense has been the ·
main difference," said Andaya.
"Crystal Ames, Branch and Darcie
Schedt have stepped up this season."
Along with team character and
attitude, building a winner starts with
the underclassmen.
"At a four-year instituion you
have to have a good foundation of
freshmen who know the system,"
said Andaya.
Central will try to extend their
winning streak this weekend to 18
games this Friday at WWU.

7 p.m. in McConnell Auditorium

Tuesday, October 26
BUSTER KEATON DOUBLE FEATURE

$3 single admission, $12 bargain pass
(good for 5 admission to any films in the Fall 04/Winter 05 series)

Sherlock, Jr.

Single admission tickets sold at the door; bargain passes available at
SUB ticket counter, Jerrol's and at the door.

SUNDAY, October 17
Algeria I Italy, 1965 • 117 min • Black and White • Drama I War • Written/Directed
by Gillo Pontecorvo • Starring Brahim Haggiag, Jean Martin, Yacef Saadi

USA, 1924 • 44 min· Black and White· Comedy
Silent, with musical track • Directed by Buster Keaton
Starring Buster Keaton, Kathryn McGuire, Ward Crane

The Navigator
USA, 1924 • 59 min· Black and White· Comedy
Silent, with musical track • Directed by Buster Keaton
Starring Buster Keaton, Kathryn McGuire

Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter...and Spring
Tuesday, November 16
South Korea I Germany, 2003 • 103 min Color• Drama
Written/Directed by Ki-Duk Kim· Starring Yeong-su Oh,
Ki-duk Kim, Young-min Kim, Jae-kyeong Seo, Yeo-jin
Ha, Jong-ho Kim

Tuesday, November 23
Algiers, 1957: French paratroopers inch their way through the
narrow, labyrinthine byways of the Casbah to zero in on the
hideout of revolutionary stalwart Ali la Pointe, the last rebel still
free in the city. Flashback three years earlier to the beginning of
the conflict, as the Algerian National Liberation Front decides on
urban warfare. Thus begin the provocations, assassinations, hairbreadth escapes, and reprisals; Algerian women - disguised as
chic Europeans - depositing bombs; and massive, surging crowd
scenes unfolding with such gripping realism that the original U.S.
distributor had to insert the disclaimer "Not one foot of newsreel or
documentary film has been used." The Pentagon held a screening
of The Battle of Algiers last year, urging its audience to consider
and discuss the implicit issues at the core of the film as it related to
fighting clandestine terrorists in places like Algeria and Iraq.

Italy I France, 1957 • 110 min
Black and White • Drama
Directed by Federico Fellini
Starring Giulietta Masina

Nov~mber 30
UK, 2002 •Color• Drama I Thriller
Directed by Stephen Frears
Starring Audrey Tatou, Sergi Lopez. Chiwetel Ejiofor

Tuesday,

m
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Wildcat women making a
name for themselves
by Rebecca Thornton
Staff reporter
Just as the fall weather dominates
Ellensburg in mid-October,· the
Central women's volleyball team
continues to dominate in NCAA
Division II play. There are only
three undefeated teams left in the
nation at this level, and with victories
against Seattle University and
Northwest Nazarene University this
weekend; the Wildcats remain one of
these teams.
Moving up·to a 13th place ranking
nationally, the Central women are
now 17-0 overall and 9-0 in the Great
Northwest Athletic Conference.
This makes the Wildcats the highestranked team in the GNAC this week
in regional and national polls.
Second to only University of
California-San Diego, Central is 11-0
in the Pacific Region.
·Some of Central's success can be
attributed to the great leadership that
exists on the team. When asked if
nationally tecognized players like
senior Kate Reome boost team confidence heading into games, head
coach Mario Andaya expressed that
everything achieved by this Wildcat
team is due to the hard work showed
in practice and the good consistent
leadership. These are the factors that
increase confidence, Andaya added.
Against the third-place Seattle
University Redhawks, junior LeAnne
McGahuey led the Wildcats in kills
with 17, also earning 6 blocks.

photos by Michael Bennett/Observer

Left, a late score propelled
the Wildcats to victory on
Saturday, while above a
Central rugger pushes his
way down field.

Ruggers comeback sparks third win
by Chris Thompson
Staff reporter
It took a while for the Central
Washington University men's
rugby team to wake up for the
early morning contest, but the
Wildcats were able to come back
and
defeat
Oregon
State
University, 22-17, in a Pacific
Northwest Rugby Union match-up
in Ellensburg.
"The guys played hard," said
senior team captain Peter Smith.
"It was a good match."
Oregon State scored the first try
of the morning but it didn't take
too long for the Wildcats to come

back as they took the ball in for
Central 's first score. Oregon State
then scored 10 unanswered points
to take a 17-5 lead going into ~alf
time.
After the break, Central
Washington started to mount the
comeback, scoring 15 consecutive
points, including freshman Steven
Sakalia's go-ahead try with just
minutes left in the game. With the
win, the Wildcats impr:_ove to 3-0
going into next week's bye week.
"We didn't start playing our
game until the second half," said
head coach Jason Ray. "We're fitter than (OSU), we were working
harder than them."

Volleyball

Men's Rugby
In the second game of the morning, played by mostly second team
players, the Wildcats again defeated OSU, 29-12, to complete the
morning sweep.
The Wildcats' points were
scored by Smith, junior Steve
Hadsel, junior Trevor Cray and
Sakalia.
If you are interested in playing
rugby and for more information
contact
Peter
Smith
at
smithpe@cwu.edu or call Bob
Ford at 963-3557.

LaQue Branch, junior, had 14 kills,
and Junior Cristina Null earned 13.
Reome had 52 assists and junior
Darcy Scheidt lead the Wildcats in
digs with 17; Branch earned 9.
At
Northwest
Nazarene
University in Nampa, Idaho, Branch
earned 17 kills followed by
McGahuey's 13. Also pushing
Central ahead of NNU was Null with
8 kills and junior Crystal Ames with
7. Ames also achieved 12 digs, a
team high. Senior leader Kate
Reome was in top form with 39
assists and 6 digs, while Central out
hit NNU .364 to .133. Northwest
Nazarene University is currently
ranked sixth in the conference with
four wins and five losses.
With a long and successful road
trip behind them, the Wildcat women
will battle Western Washington
University in Bellingham on Oct. 15,
and then back to Seattle on Oct. 16th
to take on Seattle Pacific University.
With Western currently ranked
second in the conference, Andaya
was asked if the women were feeling
any extra pressure to perform in the
upcoming game, he said, "we're playing really consistently right now,
every team wants to bump off the top
seated team, but we're just staying
consistent."
Central will return to Ellensburg
Oct. 22 and 23 to challenge the visiting AAU and AFU, both at 7 p.m.
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Study tip 1 : The wrong
gel can be hell
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Your future is Central
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Defense holds opponent to 73 total yards
by Pat Brown

Football

Staff reporter
Central football fans will be getting the game they have been waiting
for this weekend when the Wildcats
face conference foe Western Oregon.
The Western Oregon Wolves are looking to improve their conference ranking with a road win over the Wildcats.
The red hot Wildcat defense, which
thoroughly dominated Eastern
Oregon last weekend, has other ideas.
The Wildcat defense held the
Eastern Oregon Mountaineers last
week to only 73 total yards en route to
a 31-7 victory. The Mountaineers,
only score came from linebacker
Mark Persche, who had a 79-yard
return of junior quarterback Brian
Baugh's fumble. The Wildcat defense
has now gone eight consecutive quarters without giving up a score, spanning games against Eastern Oregon
and Humboldt State.
"You do that and you know you're
doing a pretty good job," Head coach
John Zamberlin said.
The Wildcats veteran defensive
line played phenomenally, anchored
by senior defensive end and defensive

Michael Bennett/Observer

Senior linebacker Eric Foss (45) and senior defensive lineman Jacob Galloway (91) get set
to blow a play up against Eastern Oregon. Galloway and the defense held EOU to 73
total yards. Earlier this week, Galloway was named GNAC Defensive Player of the Week.
co-captain Jacob Galloway.
"Coach said to play nasty, so we
played nasty," said Galloway after the
game.
Galloway had eight tackles, six of
which were behind the line of scrimmage for a loss of 13 yards.

Galloway's six tackles for a loss
moves him from 14th to third for the
most tackles for loss in Central history. With 34.5 career tackles for loss
Galloway needs only four more to
pass John Fields, who holds the
school record with 37.5. Galloway's

average of 2.4 tackles for loss a game
is fourth in the nation among Division
II athletes. Galloway was also named
the Great Northwest Athletic
Conference defensive player of the
week.
Another highlight of the game was

junior Brian Potucek, who surpassed
Kenny Russaw to become the all-time
leader in receptions with 199. Potucek
had 93 receiving yards on 8 receptions and 65 yards on punt returns
including a 38-yard return for a
touchdown, the first punt-return for a
touchdown of his career.
Potucek was one of the few offensive standouts last Saturday in a
defense-dominated game.
"It didn't seem like we had any
continuity," said Coach Zamberlin,
commenting on the Wildcat's offensive performance.
The Wildcats had 303 yards of
total offense, which is the least they
have had in a winning performance
this year. The offensive woes can be
blamed in part to a hobbled Emilio
Iniguez who was held out of practice
this past week with a knee injury.
Iniguez had 66 yards and a touchdown on 21 carries. Sixty-six yards is
his lowest output of the season, a yard
less than his performance on Sept. 11,

see FOOTBALL, page 16

Your First Look at: MLB Championship Series, NFL Matchups
It is October, and
ALCS. Expect to see
that means one thing:
countless replays of
continuous promos for
Aaron Boone's extrathe new Fox season
inning, series-clinching
mixed in with a little
home run from last year,
playoff baseball. Both
but don't expect the
the American and
same result. Four out of
National
League
the nine players in the
Championship Series
Yankee's starting lineup
have begun this week
were not with the team
Chris Thompson
and we can only hope
last season and Jason
Staff reporter
that they will be as
Giambi isn't even on the
good as they were last
playoff roster this year.
year.
Last year, my heart told
American
League me Red Sox, but my head told me
Championship Series
Yankees. This year, with the off-seaI don't think anyone is surprised to son and in-season moves that Boston
see the Boston Red Sox and New has made, my heart tells me Red Sox
York Yankees face off again in the and my head ... well, it tells me Red

Family Eye Clinic
Board Certified Optometric Physicians
Bryon E. Thomas, OD, FAAO
Sarah E. Key Storrs, OD
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MEDICAL EYE EXAMS & TREATMENT
Pink eye, allergy. injury, foreign bodies, glaucoma, cataracts,
diabetes and macular degeneration
WELL VISION EXAMS
Glasses, Contact Lenses, Lo\v Vision, Vision Therapy.
Refractive Surgery exam. treatment of crossed and lazy eyes

Sox as well. Boston in seven games.
National League Championship
Series
Houston snuck into the playoffs
after going 20-7 in the month of
September and it doesn't look like the
Astros have hit their peak, winning its
first ever playoff series this year over
Atlanta, as they take on the St. Louis
Cardinals in the NLCS. Roger
Clemens should provide leadership to
a team that won a series for the first
time in history, but the Cardinals just
look to be too tough. Houston is a
good team but St. Louis has the best
bullpen in the major leagues and the
veteran leadership it takes to stay
focused. Look for the Cardinals in
five games

so9) 962-6200
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Carolina Panthers (1-3) at
Philadelphia Eagles (4-0) ( 10 a.m.,
No Local TV): A rematch of the
2004 NFC championship game, the
Panthers return to Philadelphia to
take on an Eagles team they embarrassed back in January.
In this day of free-agency,
Carolina doesn't seem to have what
it takes to stay on top of the pack.
Carolina might be able to keep it
close early, but the Eagles will fly
away with it in the end, 35-14.

Seattle Seahawks (3-1) at New
England Patriots (4-0) (10 a.m.,
FOX): This could very well be a preview of Super Bowl XXXIX. The
Seahawks take their 3-1 record into
Foxboro, Mass. to take on the
Patriots, who after last week's win ,
now hold an NFL record 19-game
winning streak. The Seahawks'
offense will have to balance the air
and ground game to keep the Patriots'
defense guessing, but if the 'Hawks
can do that, they should be able to
win. I have to go with the hometown
team and pick the Seahawks, 31-24.
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Wildcat women win on Western's turf
by Andrew Grinaker
Sports editor
The Wildcat women are beginning to believe. They are beginning
to believe they can take their conference. And they are beginning to
believe with rightful evidence.
On Saturday, at Western
Washington University, the Central
Washington University women's
cross-country team took first place
at the 31st annual Western
Washington Invitational. The
Wildcats edged-out Seattle Pacific
University by seven points and
beat third-place-finisher, Seattle
University by 14 points.

The Central women did not
have a runner in the top five but
had five runners in the top 20 finishers, the most of any team.
Brandy Anderson's eighth-place
finish was the tops for the
Wildcats, who have won two meets
in a row coming off their home win
last week.
Lindy Mullen and Stephanie
Stine finished back to back at 13th
and 14th in the race, putting the
Wildcats in excellent position to
win the invitational. However, the
key for Coach Kevin Adkisson's
team was the consistency of his
entire team. After Anderson,
Mullen and Stine, four more

Cross Country
women finished in the top 30 for
the Invitational. Another positive
to come out of this race, is that
Bellingham will be the site for the
NCAA West regionals, something
Central has circled on the schedule.
While the women had extreme
success on their rivals turf, the
men's team struggled to fifth-place
showing. The Wildcats barely
missed out on fourth place, lpsing
to Northwest Nazarene by a single
point. Seattle Pacific University
took first with 46 points.
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FOOTBALL:

Central goes
for three
straight wins
continued from 15
when he had 67 yards on 23 carries
against a much better North Dakota
defense.
"He's okay, he's just banged up,"
said Zamberlin about the progress on
Iniguez's knee. "He needs to be able
to practice to stay in the rhythm of
things."
Hopefully the Wildcat offense
can return to form next week. They
host conference rival Western
Oregon in Central's Homecoming
game at 1:00 PM this Saturday.
Aside from the football game,
former Wildcat players Pat
Patterson, Mike Estes, and Don
Hazen will be inducted into Central's
athletic Hall of Fame.
The Wildcats are 17-16 all-time
against the Western Oregon Wolves.
The Wolves lost 54-2 to UC Davis
last weekend and beat conference
rival Western Washington 52-49 in
overtime the previous week.
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